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Introduction
On June 1, 2014, the Singapore Exchange (SGX) changed its pricing structure for on-exchange versus off-exchange
transactions. The change results in lower fees charged for SGX securities executed on the SGX—referred to in this
document as on-exchange transactions (all other transactions are off-exchange).
The SGX mandates that by July 1, 2016, settlement instructions submitted to the SGX Pre-Settlement Matching
Service (SGX PSMS) that settle at the SGX Central Depository (SGX CDP) must contain both ISO Place of Trade
and Transfer Type. The mandate includes a range of securities, which you can find here:
www.sgx.com/wps/portal/sgxweb/home/company_disclosure/isin_code_download

Purpose
This document outlines the best practices for CTM clients to comply with the upcoming SGX requirements.

Audience
This document is for the following CTM clients and partners to ensure that trades match and settle correctly at the
SGX CDP:
l
l
l
l

Broker/dealers
Investment managers subscribed
CTM Settlement Notification (SN) subscribers
Vendors and partners

Place of Trade Field
The Place of Trade is a composite, which contains an ISO Place Code and ISO Place Narrative. For the correlating
field names in CTM, see Implementation in CTM on page 3.
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On-Exchange SGX Transactions
For on-exchange transactions:
l
l

The Place Code field is always EXCH and
The Place Narrative field identifies the Market Identification Code (MIC), which is XSES.

Off-Exchange SGX Transactions
For off-exchange transactions:
l
l

The Place Code field is always OTCO and
The Place Narrative is an optional field that identifies either the system or ISO country (SG) where the trade was
executed.

Trade Execution Location
During the trade cycle:
l

l

l

The broker/dealer needs to include the Place of Trade and Transfer Type to the SGX PSMS using the SGX
Application Programming Interface (API).
CTM SN supports the SWIFT Place of Trade and Transfer Type fields today. The values are mapped from
corresponding CTM block fields to the MT541/MT543 fields.
As the broker/dealers are the party that executes the trade, they need to communicate to the buy-side on the place of
execution.

Transfer Type Field
The Transfer Type field specifies the type of settlement transaction.

On-Exchange SGX Transactions
For on-exchange transactions, the Transfer Type field is always TRAD.

Off-Exchange SGX Transactions
For off-exchange transactions, see the Common Reference Data for the allowed values in the Transfer Type field.

Key Points
Note the following:
l

l

l

Transactions that fulfill the SGX requirements on direct business reporting (“married trade”) may submit the Place of
Trade as on-exchange, even if part of the original order results in an off-exchange transaction.
DTCC recommends that clients compare the cost of processing smaller transactions that result in a split on-/offexchange. Block orders that do not fulfill the SGX direct business reporting requirements automatically incur higher
off-exchange charges applied to the whole.
In CTM, Place of Trade applied at the block level is automatically applied to underlying allocations that cannot be
split by on-/off-exchange ratio.
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Implementation in CTM
In CTM, clients can populate the Place of Trade and Transfer Type fields at the block as follows:
l

l

The ISO Place of Trade maps to the CTM PlaceOfTrade, which is a composite containing PlaceCode and
PlaceNarrative.
The ISO Transfer Type maps to the CTM TypeOfTransactionIndicator.

Key Points
For CTM SN/Third Party Notification (TPN) clients, note the following:
l

l

Best practice recommends that broker/dealers populate the PlaceCode, PlaceNarrative, and
TypeOfTransactionIndicator in the NOE, CTM, and the SGX PSMS to ensure that trades match and settle at SGX
CDP.
CTM applies the values populated on the investment manager's block to any MT541/MT543 messages created for
each allocation associated to the block.

DTCC allows investment managers to use broker/dealer-supplied values for Place of Trade when creating their
MT541/MT543 messages. The Place of Trade is also returned as part of the InfoSettlementResponse message when
allocations have matched. The required subscription to enable this functionality is Source Brokers Place of Trade
(SBPT).

Examples of On- and Off-Exchange Trade Fields
The following examples show how to populate the CTM fields for on-exchange and off-exchange trades.
l

On-exchange transaction example for investment managers and broker/dealers:
Place of Trade

Investment Manager

Broker/Dealer

l

PlaceCode

EXCH

EXCH

l

PlaceNarrative

XSES

XSES

MT541/ MT543 Tag 94B Sequence B:
Transfer Type
l

TypeOfTransactionIndicator

:94B::TRAD//EXCH/XSES
Investment Manager

Broker/Dealer

TRAD

TRAD

MT541/ MT543 Tag 94B Sequence B:

l

Generated SWIFT Code

Generated SWIFT Code

:22F::SETR/TRAD

Off-exchange transaction example for investment managers and broker/dealers:
Place of Trade
l

PlaceCode

l

PlaceNarrative

Investment Manager

Broker/Dealer

OTCO

OTCO

SG

SG

MT541/ MT543 Tag 94B Sequence B:
Transfer Type
l

TypeOfTransactionIndicator

MT541/ MT543 Tag 94B Sequence B:

Generated SWIFT Code

:94B::TRAD//OTCO/SG
Investment Manager

Broker/Dealer

TRAD

TRAD

Generated SWIFT Code

:22F::SETR/TRAD
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Examples of XML Message and Trade Blotter Fields
The following examples show the relevant fields in XML messages and the trade blotter.
l

XML example using Place of Trade at Singapore Exchange (XSES):
<PlaceOfTrade>
<PlaceCode>EXCH</PlaceCode>
<PlaceNarrative>XSES</PlaceNarrative>
</PlaceOfTrade>

l

XML example using Place of Trade as OTCO with country code SG:
<PlaceOfTrade>
<PlaceCode>OTCO</PlaceCode>
<PlaceNarrative>SG</PlaceNarrative>
</PlaceOfTrade>

l

Trade blotter example in which Place of Trade is part of the L2 Matching Fields section:

Related Documentation
For more information, see the following documents:
l
l

Common Reference Data
Settlement Services Reference: SWIFT MT541/543 and CSV Mapping

Changes in This Version of the Document
This version of the document contains DTCC branding updates only.

Questions?
The DTCC Client Center provides general assistance and technical help. Visit www.dtcc.com/client-center to:
l
l
l

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search the knowledge base
Obtain contact information
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